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Smallpox disease has been eradicated from the human population since 1979, but is again a concern because of
its potential use as an agent of bioterrorism or biowarfare. World Health Organization-sanctioned repositories
of infectious Variola virus are known to occur in both Russia and the United States, but many believe other
undeclared and unregulated sources of the virus could exist. Thus, validation of improved methods for
definitive identification of smallpox virus in diagnostic specimens is urgently needed. In this paper, we describe
the discovery of suspected Variola infected human tissue, fixed and preserved for decades in largely unknown
solutions, and the use of routine histology, electron microscopy, and ultimately DNA extraction and fluorogenic
50 nuclease (TaqMans) assays for its identification and confirmation.
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Smallpox is a devastating disease with stringent
species specificity that is unique to humans. This
characteristic enabled the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) global smallpox eradication program to
control and ultimately eradicate the disease from the
face of the Earth in 1979. The last cases of endemic
smallpox disease were reported in 1977, but the
virus continues to be a subject of research, discus-
sion, and controversy.1–4 Today, infectious Variola
virus is known to occur in only two WHO-
sanctioned collaborative centers, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Atlanta, USA
and the State Research Center of Virology and
Biotechnology (Vektor), Novosibirsk, Russia. How-
ever, concern remains that undisclosed reference
stocks of the virus may exist outside of these
two maximum biocontainment laboratories.5 Of

increasing apprehension is the potential use of
Variola as a biological weapon.

Variola virus, the cause of smallpox, is a member
of the family Poxviridae, subfamily Chordopoxvir-
inae, genus Orthopoxvirus. In addition to Variola
virus, the genus includes vaccinia (the component
of modern day smallpox vaccine), monkeypox,
camelpox, cowpox, and other viruses that are
antigenically related.6 Variola virus is spread by
the aerosol route and has an incubation period of
7–17 days. In ordinary-type smallpox, depending on
the infecting strain of virus, the severity of the
disease can be categorized as Variola minor or
Variola major. Variola minor has a low case fatality
rate (1%) in contrast to the more severe Variola
major (10–30%).7 Clinically, fever, headache, ma-
laise, severe aching pains, and prostration charac-
terize smallpox disease. Approximately 2–6 days
after the initial symptoms, a maculopapular ex-
anthematous rash develops over the face and
extremities, which progresses to vesicles and then
to pustules. Death from smallpox is the result of an
incompletely characterized toxemia, sometimes
clearly associated with immune complexes or from
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secondary bacterial infections. Vaccination with
certain strains of vaccinia virus provides long-term
immunity to Variola infection, and enabled the
eventual eradication of smallpox disease.

Today, smallpox is again a concern because of its
potential use as an agent of bioterrorism or biowar-
fare.1–4 The highly contagious nature of Variola and
its relative ease of secondary transmission, that is,
person-to-person, as well as by airborne mechan-
isms, make it a threat for civilian and military
organizations, which are ultimately responsible for
the protection of their respective populations. While
the declared WHO-sanctioned stocks of Variola
virus are known to occur in both Russia and the
United States, many believe and are increasingly
concerned that undeclared and unregulated sources
of the virus exist. Virus stocks long forgotten in a
freezer or deliberately concealed are suspected to
occur around the world. The virus may also persist
in the environment, such as in corpses of smallpox
victims buried in the Arctic permafrost.3 In this
paper, we describe the discovery of an intact forearm
and hand, presumably from a child, fixed and
preserved for decades in largely unknown solutions.
The generalized exanthematous disease suggested
Variola virus among others, and through the use of
routine histology, electron microscopy, and ulti-
mately DNA extraction and fluorogenic 50 nuclease
(TaqMans) assays, its detection and identification
was confirmed.

Materials and methods

Diagnostic Specimen

An intact forearm and hand, presumably from a
child, clearly showed generalized exanthematous
disease (Figure 1a). The specimen was part of a
private collection archived at a Midwestern uni-
versity, rediscovered in 1999, and provided to the
United States Army Medical Research Institute of
Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID). The university
investigation determined the specimen to be ap-
proximately 50 years old. The glass container
holding the specimen was labeled ‘M243 Smallpox’
and when discovered, contained the specimen
immersed in an unidentified tissue fixative and/or
preservative for an indeterminate amount of time.
No clinical history was available. In June 1999, the
specimen and surrounding solution were allowed to
equilibrate in a large volume of fresh 10% neutral
buffered formalin for 21 days before removal and
reimmersion in fresh formalin. In December 2001,
multiple tissue specimens were collected from the
original specimen for routine histology and electron
microscopy.

Numerous, discreet, umbilicated pock lesions
were noted along all sides of the forearm, and many
intact raised lesions, presumably vesicles or pus-
tules, were present on all heavily keratinized
surfaces of the hand and digits. Areas of confluent

Figure 1 Gross and microscopic images of a human forearm and
hand, presumably from a child. (a) All sides of the specimen are
similarly affected with discrete and confluent lesions, represent-
ing 95% involvement. Note that the exanthem consist of raised or
umbilicated lesions compatible with vesicles or pustules (arrows)
primarily around the wrist and on all surfaces of the hand and
digits. Crusted or excoriated lesions (arrowheads) predominate
the lightly keratinized forearm. Upon receipt of the specimen, it
was noted that some lesions had already been collected.
Bar¼5 cm. (b) Macroscopic image of smallpox virus infected
skin from the palmar surface of the specimen in the previous
figure. Note that the section has lost its thick stratum corneum
covering, giving the lesion a pseudoexophytic appearance. The
floor of the vesicle (arrowheads) is formed by the remaining
stratum germinativum. The vesicle is subdivided, often in a
reticular pattern, by remaining strands and septa of intact
epidermis that demarcate microvesicles of varied size (arrows);
and is filled with proteinaceous material admixed with inflam-
matory cells, and cellular debris (asterisk) (hematoxylin–eosin,
original magnification �1). Higher magnification inset illustrates
reticular pattern of microvesicles (hematoxylin–eosin, original
magnification � 10). (c) Transmission electron micrograph of
smallpox virus infected keratinocyte from the palmar surface of
the specimen in (a). Although preservation is not optimal, many
immature (arrowheads) and mature (long arrows) intracellular
virions are readily evident in these rounded epidermal cells. Also
note intercellular edema and loss of desmosome attachment; D,
desmosomes; T, tonofilaments; inset, higher magnification of
immature intracellular virions; (original magnification �3,500).
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lesions were noted on the wrist. Maceration of the
stratum corneum was extensive, and variably sized
sheets of stratum corneum separated from underlying,
intact epidermal layers. By and large, the most
morphologically intact specimens were collected from
the heavily keratinized surface of the palm, and these
lesions were ultimately chosen for this study.

Histopathology

Tissue specimens were routinely processed in an
automatic tissue processor, embedded in paraffin
blocks, sectioned at 5–6 mm on a standard rotary
microtome, and mounted on glass microscope slides
for automated staining with hematoxylin–eosin in a
Sakura DRS 601 Slide Stainer (Sakura Finetek USA,
Inc., Torrence, CA, USA).

Electron Microscopy

Tissue specimens were diced into 1-mm3 blocks,
postfixed in osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in
graded steps of ethanol, and flat-embedded in Poly
Bed 812 (Polysciences, Inc. Warrington, PA, USA).
Ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl acetate
and lead citrate, and examined with a Philips
CM100 (Philips, Mahwah, NJ, USA) transmission
electron microscope at 80 kV.

DNA Extraction

For each tissue specimen, 20 mm thick sections were
cut on a standard rotary microtome using RNase-
Zaps (Ambion, Inc., Austin, TX, USA) on all
surfaces coming in contact with the sections and
nucleic acid extraction was performed immediately.
The Paraffin Block RNA Isolation Kit (Ambion, Inc.)
was used with a modified protocol. Briefly, tissue
sections were deparaffinized with three washes in
Xyless II (Val Tech Diagnostics, Brackenridge, PA,
USA), a xylene substitute, followed by three washes
in 100% ethanol, and air-dried for 5min at room
temperature. The tissue was incubated with protei-
nase K for 24h at 451C in a thermomixer (Eppendorf,
New York, NY, USA) set to shake at 1400 rpm. After
addition of the guanidine-based lysis buffer, DNA
was extracted with phenol:chloroform, pH 7.2, and
precipitated with isopropanol, adding 10mg of
glycogen as a co-precipitant. DNA was pelleted,
washed in 70% ethanol, and air-dried for 15min at
room temperature. DNA pellets were resuspended
in 100 ml of 10mM Tris–1mM EDTA buffer, pH 8.0
and incubated for 10min at 701C to demodify the
extracted DNA.8

Fluorogenic 50 Nuclease (TaqMans) Assays

The Orthopox species (spp.) Hemagglutinin (HA)
TaqMans assay was designed as follows: the

forward primer (OPSP-F89) was 50-GAT GAT GCA
ACT CTATCATGTA-30. The reverse primer (OPSP-
R219) was 50-GTA TAA TTA TCA AAA TAC AAG
ACG TC-30. The TaqMans probe (OPSP-p143s) was
60FAM-AGT GCT TGG TATAAG GAG CCC AAT TC-
TAMRA. The Variola-specific HA TaqMans assay
was previously described and was designed as
follows:9 the forward primer (OPXJ7R3U) was 50-
TCA TCT GGA GAA TCC ACA ACA-30 and the
reverse primer (OPXJ7R3L) was 50-CAT CAT TGG
CGG TTG ATT TA-30. The TaqMans probe
(VARJ7R3P) was 60FAM-CAA GAC GTC GGG ACC
AAT TAC TAATA-TAMRA. The final concentration
of the components of the reaction buffer for both
assays was: 50mM Tris (pH 8.3), 250 mg/ml BSA
0.8U/reaction of Platinum Taq (Invitrogen, Carls-
bad, CA, USA). The Orthopox spp. assay used 5mM
MgCl2 while the Variola-specific assay used 7mM
MgCl2. For the Orthopox spp. assay, the final
concentration of the primers was 500nM each. The
final concentration of the probe was 100nM (PE
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). For the Variola-
specific assay, the final concentration of the primers
was 400nM each and the probe was 120nM (PE
Biosystems). Both assays were run on the Idaho
Technology Ruggedized Advanced Pathogen Detec-
tion Device (RAPID) Model 7200 (Idaho Technology,
Salt Lake City, UT, USA). The RAPID is a rapid air-
cycling thermocycler that integrates LightCyclers

(Idaho Technology) instrument technology into a
portable, impact resistant machine. The cycling
conditions for both assays were 2min at 951C
followed by 45 cycles of 951C for 1 s, 601C for 20 s.
All assays were read in Channel 1 (F1) at a gain
setting of 16. A fluorescence reading was taken at
the end of each 60oC step. Each reaction was
analyzed by the RAPID software using the LCDA
(LightCycler Data Analysis, version 3.1) and the
Detector (version 2.0.7) programs. The amplicon size
for the Orthopox spp. assay was 131 bp and for the
Variola-specific assay was 140 bp.

DNA Sequencing

The amplicon produced in the Variola-specific
TaqMans assay was sequenced to confirm Variola
virus identity. Polymerase chain reactions (PCRs)
were prepared as described above except the Taq-
Mans probes were eliminated and the Variola
amplicon was used as PCR DNA templates. To avoid
contamination, pre-PCR and post-PCR sample ma-
nipulations were completely separated. All PCRs
were prepared in a laboratory where no orthopox-
viruses had been used. Amplicons were added in a
separate laboratory where no orthopoxviruses had
been used. Reactions were set up separately in a
laminar flow, Class II biological safety hood that was
decontaminated and ultraviolet light sterilized be-
tween reactions. Replicates of each reaction were
pooled and 5 ml was electrophoresed on a 4% TBE
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agarose gel to verify a product of the correct size.
The PCR product was purified using the QIAquick
PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA,
USA) and was sequenced using the PRISM Ready
Reaction DyeOxy Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit
(Applied Biosystems Division, Perkin-Elmer Cor-
poration, Foster City, CA, USA). Each nucleotide
was determined by sequencing both strands with an
ABI Model 377 Automated DNA Sequencer (Ap-
plied Biosystems Division, Perkin-Elmer Corpora-
tion). Sequence was edited, aligned, and analyzed
using the Inherit software package (Applied Biosys-
tems Division, Perkin-Elmer Corporation). The
resulting consensus sequence was aligned with
known orthopoxvirus HA sequences in GenBank
using OMIGA 2.0 (Oxford Molecular, San Diego, CA,
USA).

Sequence Analysis and Phylogenies

The nucleotide sequence of the amplicons produced
in the Variola-specific HA TaqMans assay was
compared to the homologous regions of various
orthopoxviruses (Table 1). Sequences for the homo-
logous regions of the orthopoxviruses were obtained
from GenBank (accession numbers noted in Table 1).
Phylogenetic analyses were performed using the
Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony (PAUP)
program, with equal character weights, nearest-
neighbor branch-swapping, and a heuristic search
for the most parsimonious tree.10 The reliability of
the inferred tree was estimated using the bootstrap
method, with 1000 replications.11

Results

Pathology

Although only presented with an intact forearm and
hand, the pattern of the exanthematous rash noted
on this specimen was compatible with the centrifu-
gal pattern of distribution seen in smallpox (Figure
1a). In natural cases of Variola major, the centrifugal
distribution affects the face, limbs, hands, and feet,
earlier and more extensively than the trunk. Speci-
men lesions were both discrete and confluent, and
representative lesions from all areas of the forearm
and hand were examined microscopically. The
lesions best suited for routine hematoxylin–eosin
staining and the retention of morphology were
collected from the palm, and palmar aspects of the
hand and wrist. Hematoxylin–eosin staining char-
acteristics in these specimens were suboptimal,
presumably resulting from the age of the specimen
and the unknown fixation and/or preservative
solutions used. Typical morphologic features con-
sistent with a smallpox virus-induced cutaneous
pock lesion were noted in the tissue sections
examined (Figure 1b). Microscopically, the raised
lesions are vesicles or vesicopustules characterized

by a roof formed primarily of stratum corneum and
occasionally other unidentifiable layers presumably
strata lucidum and granulosum. The degeneration of
the epidermal cells of the stratum spinosum resulted
in intracellular swelling (sometimes referred to as
ballooning degeneration), intercellular edema, and
ultimately cellular lysis leading to the formation of
microvesicles. Microvesicles are often separated by
intact, variably thick septa of epidermal cells,
which results in a distinct reticular appearance.
The microvesicles coalesced multifocally, resulting
in the formation of progressively larger vesicles,
still protected by the intact cornified layer forming
the roof. The cellular debris in the vesicular
contents was admixed with macrophages and poly-
morphonuclear inflammatory cells (neutrophils),
and marks the beginning of the transition to a
pustule. Vesicles and pustules contained, in addi-
tion to cellular and nuclear debris and inflammatory
cells, some exfoliated epidermal cells, and protei-
naceous material, which was interpreted to be
fibrin. The papillary and superficial dermis con-
tained numerous mononuclear and polymorpho-
nuclear inflammatory cells, interpreted as
lymphocytes, histiocytes, and neutrophils, which
also surrounded vessels, nerves, glands, and ex-
tended into the subjacent adipose tissue and over-
lying epidermis.

Table 1 Orthopoxvirus HA genes compared by sequence analysis
to sequence recovered from human tissue presumed to be infected
with Variola virus.

Virus strain Location Year Accession no.

Variola major-SOM Somalia 1977 AF375143
Variola major-SLN Sierra Leone 1968 AF375142
Variola major-NIG Nigeria 1961 AF375138
Variola major-RAT Pakistan 1969 AF375141
Variola major-MAD India 1962 AF375137
Variola major-BOM India 1958 AF375128
Variola major-HAR Unknown Unknown None
Variola major-CNG Dem. Rep. Congo 1970 AF375131
Variola major-ABA Bangladesh 1974 AF375125
Variola minor-GAR Garcia 1966 X72086
Variola minor-BUT United Kingdom 1952 AF375129
Vaccinia-WR Western Reserve Unknown M93956
Vaccinia-TT China Unknown M57773
Vaccinia-LST United Kingdom Unknown AF375124
Vaccinia-LEN Unknown 1975 AF375123
Vaccinia-IHDW Unknown Unknown AF375121
Vaccinia-CPN Denmark Unknown AF375122
Vaccinia-81 India 1985 AF375078
Vaccinia-3906 India 1985 AF375077
Monkeypox-CPN Denmark 1958 AF375108
Monkeypox-CNCR Denmark Unknown AF375106
Gerbilpox (Taterapox) Benin 1968 AF375093
Camelpox Somalia 1978 AF375081
Cowpox-58 Unknown Unknown AF375083
Cowpox-BRT United Kingdom 1939 AF375089
Skunkpox United States 1978 AF375120
Ectromelia-MOS Russia Unknown AF375092
Rabbitpox-REV Netherlands Unknown AF375118
Rabbitpox-U23 Netherlands Unknown AF375119
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Ultrastructural Morphology

Although interpretation is somewhat hindered by
suboptimal tissue preservation, examination by
transmission electron microscopy readily revealed
rounded epidermal cells containing coarsely gran-
ular viroplasm often closely associated with and
seen within incipient viral envelopes. Numerous
developing and immature virus particles in various
stages of morphogenesis, as well as mature virus
particles demonstrating core, lateral bodies, outer
membrane, and envelope were evident (Figure 1c).
In the thin sections examined, classic intracellular
mature virions varied in measurements from ap-
proximately 190� 320–370nm. Additionally, ede-
matous intercellular spaces occasionally contained
mature virus particles.

Fluorogenic 50 Nuclease (TaqMans) Assays

The TaqMans assays for both Orthopox spp. and
Variola-specific DNA were run using DNA isolated
from the tissue sections listed in Table 2. While the
Variola-specific assay only detected smallpox DNA
in one of the sections of human arm lesions (211861-
11), the Orthopox spp. assay detected viral DNA in
three human arm lesion sections (211861-09, 11 and
-12). Both assays were also tested with five experi-
mentally Variola-infected nonhuman primate (NHP)
skin lesion sections.12 Results indicated that of the
NHP sections, three sections tested positive for both
orthopox and Variola DNA (211128-48, -55, and
-56), while one sample (211128-60) tested positive
for orthopox DNA only. In addition, neither ortho-
pox nor Variola DNA was detected in NHP section
211128-61.

All human arm samples extracted and tested in
the TaqMans assays were reamplified by nested
PCR (data not shown). All samples that were
positive by the TaqMans assay were also positive
for the nested PCR assay and no new positive
samples were identified from experimental samples
or negative controls.

DNA Sequencing

The 139 bp amplicon produced from the Variola-
specific TaqMans assay was sequenced and com-
pared to related orthopoxviruses (Table 1). When
aligned to other Variola virus strains the sequence
coincided from base pairs 600 to 738 of the HA gene
(data not shown). Phylogenetic analysis using the
139 nucleotide portion of the arm amplicon com-
pared with the HA gene of a variety of orthopox-
viruses showed that the arm isolate was most closely
related to the Variola HA gene region and more
specifically probably the Variola major isolates
(Figure 2).

Discussion

Today, infectious Variola virus is known to exist in
only two WHO-sanctioned repositories, the CDC,
Atlanta, United States and the State Research Center
of Virology and Biotechnology (Vektor), Novosibirsk,
Russia. The virus may also occur elsewhere in the
world as a result of intentional concealment or
unintentional oversight. Although the child’s fore-
arm and hand harbored no infectious smallpox
virus, having been immersed in fixative for over 50
years, the medical curiosity that once illustrated an

Table 2 TaqMans analysis of human tissue presumed to be infected with Variola virus and stored in fixative for a prolonged period of
time

Sample Species Tissue Agent Orthopoxvirus assay Variola assay

990107-25 NHPa Liver Negative Not detectedb Not detected
211124-11 NHP Liver Variola Present Present

211163-28 NHP Skin Negative Not detected Not detected

211128-48 NHP Skin Variola Present Present
211128-55 NHP Skin Variola Present Present
211128-56 NHP Skin Variola Present Present
211128-60 NHP Skin Variola Present Not detected
211128-61 NHP Skin Variola Not detected Not detected

961707 Human Liver Negative Not detected Not detected

211861-09 Human Skin Unknown Present Not detected
211861-10 Human Skin Unknown Not detected Not detected
211861-11 Human Skin Unknown Present Present
211861-12 Human Skin Unknown Present Not detected

a

NHP¼nonhuman primate.
b

RAPID Detector software designations: present¼positive; not detected¼negative.
Italic entries indicate the experimental samples from the numerous controls.
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eradicated disease was largely forgotten in time. Its
rediscovery afforded a unique and unparalleled
opportunity to test our modern, integrated, diag-
nostic capabilities.

From an anatomic pathology perspective, we have
shown that the gross, microscopic, and ultrastruc-
tural morphologic changes noted in the exanthema-
tous lesions from this human specimen are
consistent with those caused by Variola (smallpox)
virus. The distribution of the exanthem on the
forearm and hand is compatible with that described
by others, and suggests that this distribution would
also have been consistent with a centrifugal pattern
of distribution if complete postmortem data were
available.13 Areas of confluent lesions and the

histomorphologic features of the palmar lesions are
also consistent with smallpox. The ballooning
degeneration primarily affecting the stratum spino-
sum, the epidermal cytolysis, microvesicle and
vesicle formation, the reticular pattern in the early
vesicle formed by remaining epidermis, and the
inflammation present in the subjacent dermis are all
consistent with smallpox vesicular/vesiculopustular
lesions. The presence of low to moderate numbers of
inflammatory cells in the vesicles strongly suggested
the beginning of a pustule, which is the next stage in
the development of a Variola pock. Other lesions
from the forearm appeared crusted, and we believe
that the lightly keratinized character of the skin of
the forearm facilitated the erosion of relatively
fragile vesicles or vesicopustules; or, less likely,
and inconsistent with the pathogenesis of smallpox
rash, these lesions represent different stages when
compared to those present on heavily keratinized
surfaces. Morphologically, the differential diagnosis
included smallpox, chickenpox (varicella), monkey-
pox, and other viral or bacterial exanthematous
diseases. Attempts to rule in or out smallpox virus
initially focused on in situ hybridization and
immunohistochemistry using proven protocols, re-
agents, and controls; however, both techniques
when applied to replicate sections from this speci-
men were unsuccessful (data not shown). Various
attempts at antigen retrieval for immunohistochem-
istry failed to provide immunolabeling. Similarly, an
in situ hybridization assay, originally optimized for
orthopoxvirus-infected tissues, was unsuccessful.
While it is unknown why we were unable to detect
viral antigen or nucleic acids by these methods, one
could speculate that the extensive cross-linking that
occurred from years of fixation rendered the viral
epitopes or nucleic acids inaccessible to the respec-
tive molecular probes. It is also possible that the
amount of virus present was below the level of
detection of these assays. However, electron micro-
scopic examination readily revealed typical ortho-
poxvirus particles illustrating replication, and
immature and mature stages. Ultrastructural fea-
tures consistent with herpesvirus, paramyxovirus,
or bacterial infection were not evident, and at this
point we were confident that the combined mor-
phologic features indicated a presumptive case of
primary smallpox disease.

To add confidence to our presumptive diagnosis,
we extracted DNA from tissue sections and tested
them for the presence of orthopoxvirus and Variola-
specific viral DNA using fluorogenic 50 nuclease or
TaqMans assays. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-em-
bedded (FFPE) tissues offered an ideal source of
Variola-infected specimens; however, the modifica-
tions to the DNA induced by fixation makes viral
nucleic acid detection and identification difficult.
Formalin fixation of tissues is the most widely used
technique for preservation of tissues. Formalin is
inexpensive, readily available, preserves cellular
morphological characteristics, and is compatible

Figure 2 Phylogenetic tree constructed based on a portion of the
nucleotide sequence of orthopoxvirus HA genes.
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with immunohistochemical staining. However, it
does have its disadvantages, since it is a progressive
fixative that results in excessive cross-linking of
proteins over time. This and other DNA modifica-
tions are common and result in fragmentation of the
DNA, which complicates its downstream uses such
as Southern blot hybridization, in situ hybridiza-
tion, and restriction enzyme digestion.14–16 It has
also been demonstrated that increased fixation times
further decreases the amount of long, intact DNA
available.14 Generally, after extraction from FFPE
tissues, the average DNA fragment length is 100–
1500 bp.15,17 TaqMans assays are ideally suited for
such a situation, where target DNA is fragmented
and in low concentration. These PCR-based assays
require only small amplicons of 100–150 base pairs
and a specific probe for identification.17

Analysis of the TaqMans assay results demon-
strated that we were able to detect orthopox and
Variola viral DNA extracted from FFPE tissue
sections; however, the results were highly variable.
This variation may have been dependent on several
factors. Since the distribution of virus varies among
and within tissues, not all tissue sections chosen for
extraction will have sufficient virions to generate a
detectable level of DNA target. Age of the tissue may
also play a role in the variability of the signal. It was
more difficult to detect both orthopoxvirus and
Variola virus analyte DNA in the 50-year-old speci-
men of human arm than in the 1–2-year-old speci-
mens of NHP. This signal inconsistency in archived
tissue specimens is not unusual. Shibata et al16

detecting human papillomavirus in 40-year-old
tissue specimens were not able to consistently
demonstrate viral DNA in positive samples each
time they were tested. While electron microscopy
demonstrated that in some tissues the viral load
appeared heavy, DNA extracted for TaqMans analy-
sis represented only a 20 mm tissue section that may
have contained less virus. It is likely that the small
amount of viral DNA extracted was significantly
fragmented and that the quantity of DNA recovered
was at or below the level of detection of our assay.

The Variola-specific assay was only able to detect
Variola DNA in a single tissue sample (Table 2,
Sample 211861-11). This same sample, when tested
with the Orthopox spp. assay, was positive on both
occasions. We therefore assumed that concentration
of target DNAwas at or near the limit of detection of
the assay, which is 25 genome equivalents.9 Inter-
estingly, when we compared the Variola-specific
TaqMans probe sequence to our amplicon, we found
that there was a single mismatch at HA gene
position 631. This single mismatch would explain
the apparent lack of sensitivity of the assay when
detecting the strain of Variola infecting this human
arm. The Variola-infected NHP tissues used as
positive controls were experimentally infected with
the Variola major strain India 7124, which was a
100% match to the TaqMans probe. A homologous
TaqMans probe would be expected to exhibit higher

sensitivity for the Variola DNA extracted from the
specimen arm. Unfortunately, there was insufficient
sample to repeat these assays with a TaqMans probe
with identical sequence.

As a final confirmation of Variola virus infection,
we amplified the original amplicon from the
positive Variola-specific assay and sequenced the
product. Obtaining 139 bp of sequence from the HA
gene region, we compared it to other orthopoxvirus
HA sequences and constructed a phylogenetic tree
(Figure 2). The sequence of the arm amplicon was
grouped with the Variola major virus sequences.
While the sequence compared was too small to
provide a definitive identification as a Variola major
strain, taken together with the supporting pathology,
histopathology, and fluorogenic 50 nuclease assay
results we concluded that the child was definitively
infected with Variola virus and in all likelihood a
Variola major strain related to Variola-RAT
(AF375141) and Variola-MAD (AF375137).

This study provided us a unique opportunity to
test Variola virus-infected human tissues using
Orthopox spp. and Variola-specific TaqMans assays
developed for clinical and environmental samples.
PCR-based diagnostic assays are rapid and robust
techniques for the detection and identification of
pathogens. The technique is very sensitive and can
tolerate small quantities of poor quality DNA
template, thus making it the method of choice when
assaying nucleic acids extracted from FFPE tissues.
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